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Naval Base Option 1: 

 

Cost:  15 
Movement:  N/A 
Attack:  N/A 
Defense:  2 (d6), 5 (D12), 8 (D20) 

Naval bases can be built adjacent to any land territory controlled for one round, and do 
not require a factory to be built.  Naval bases may only be involved defensively in sea combat 
against air, and naval units.  These units maintain a zone of control for the entire sea zone.  
Ownership of these units can change hands depending on which player controls the land 
territory they were built adjacent to. 

Players can have as many naval bases in a sea zone as desired.  Each one receives one 
defensive roll each combat cycle.  Naval bases have “first strike” during each cycle of combat.  
Naval bases are a combat unit, and can be destroyed like any other naval unit.  Capitol ships 
repairs may be done at any friendly naval base. 

 

Naval Base Option 2: 

 

Cost:  10 
Movement:  N/A 
Attack:  N/A 
Defense:  1 (d6), 2 (D12), 3 (D20) 

Naval bases can be built adjacent to any land territory with a major or minor factory 
controlled for one round.  Naval bases may only be involved defensively in sea combat against 
air, and naval units.  These units are only effective when other friendly naval units are present 
in the same sea zone.  Ownership of these units can change hands depending on which player 
controls the land territory they were built adjacent to. 

Players may only have one naval base per sea zone.  Naval bases receive one “first 
strike” roll for each attacking naval unit during the first round of combat only.  Naval bases 
may be damaged with strategic bombing like factories to a maximum of 6 damage markers.  3 
damage markers would render the unit inoperable. Capitol ships repairs may be done at any 
friendly naval base. 

 
 
 
 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Naval-Base-Marker-Acrylic_p_800.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Naval-Port-Marker-Acrylic_p_725.html


 

                                
 

 
 

 

Updated: 6/2/14 

 
Optional rules and House rules have been a part of gaming since the beginning. To continue 

this tradition, the staff of HBG have compiled some of our favorites from all over the Internet as 
well as what we use in our games at home.  We not only want to provide our customers with a 

high quality product, but also offer suggestions on how to implement these pieces into your 
game.  Several rules are outlined in a detailed format so that you might take them at face value, 
and enjoy.  Others simply point you in a general direction.  We encourage you to use these rules 

as a guideline to creating your own house rules.  Thank you for your patronage.   
 

The HBG Staff 
– Doug – Adam – Mike – Chris –Will 

 
We would love to hear from you!  If you have house rules or ideas you’d like to share, send 

them to us.  If we love it, we’ll post here with the others.  Send your rules to: 
 

Markers@historicalboardgaming.com 
 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/
mailto:markers@historicalboardgaming.com

